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42PCE SAE RATCHETING TAP & DIE SET 3885 BY GEARWRENCH

GEARWRENCH has taken the ratcheting wrench design and

applied it to the tap and die application. The ratcheting

handles and adapters allow for easy back and forth

movement required while cutting threads on either taps or

dies. The 5° ratcheting arc with reversing lever eliminates

hand over hand turning. The hex die adapters work on either

round or hex shaped dies.

Features

Die adapter works on round and hex shaped dies

Ratcheting T-handles wind dies with a 5° swing arc and have

a reversing lever to eliminate hand-over-hand turning

Twist Lock guide system reduces the “walk back” of the die

guide and keeps the dies centered while cutting

Die adapters work with the 3/8" drive Pass-Thru™ ratchet and

socket system as well as socket accessories

Auto-locking feature allow the tap adapters to be removed

safely

Spring-loaded cap allows for quick release of large tap

adapter

Drive extension adapters provide greater access in confined

areas when used with 3/8" drive extensions

Ratcheting T-wrench works with GEARWRENCH Pass-Thru™

socket system

Blow mold case with tilted tap holders for easy access and

storage

Includes

3882  Small Tap Adapter

3883  Medium Tap Adapter

SKU Option Part # Price

8724389 3885 $155.95

Model

Type Tap & Die Set

SKU 8724389

Part Number 3885

Barcode 082171388514

Brand GearWrench

Packaging + Shipping

Shipping Weight (Gross) 2.4 kg

Quantity Per Pack 42
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https://gearwrench.com.au/products/cutting-tools/ratcheting-tap-and-die/3882-small-tap-adapter
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https://gearwrench.com.au/products/cutting-tools/ratcheting-tap-and-die/3883-medium-tap-adapter


3884D  Medium Hex Die Adapter
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